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The maximum clique (MC) problem is to find the maximum sized subgraph
of pairwise adjacent vertices in a given graph. MC is a prominent combinatorial
optimization problem with many applications and has been shown to be NP-
hard [2]. This work addresses a generalization of the MC, the maximum edge
weighted clique (MEWC) problem, in which one wants to find a clique with
maximum edge weight. The MEWC problem has long been discussed in the
literature, but mostly addressing complete graphs. However, many applications
exist in which many edges are missing, either due to some thresholding process
or because they do not exist, for example in protein threading and alignment,
market basket analysis, cells metabolic networks (see [1] and references therein).
Not many studies have addressed the MEWC problem on sparse networks and
most introduce dummy edges with large negative costs. We propose a 2-phase
heuristic approach to efficiently find good solutions for the MEWC on sparse
graphs, by taking advantage of the graph sparsity.
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